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What does agile have to do with HR?

Many companies need to 
build agile capabilities

When companies succeed 
people are often the largest 

obstacle to scaling
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Practice what we preach

*(CoEs or HR Development teams)

What do we tell the organization?

Manage optimization and innovation differently

When doing innovation use:
1) design thinking and 
2) customer centric methods,
3) work in small cross functional sprint 

teams

 Strategic HR initiatives are developed in 
specialist teams* 

 Design thinking is on the rise in talent and 
organization design

 Where is the customer centric methods?
 Where is the outside in approach?
 Where are the cross functional sprint teams?

What do we do in HR



What are we doing in Milestone

*(CoEs or HR Development teams)

What do we do in HR Milestone

HR split in essential, partnering and strategic HR (HR 
Development)

Organisation design, change, talent, attraction, 
recruitment, compensation and analytics is in HR 

Development (HRD)

Specialists familiar with deep design thinking and agile 
skills design and orchestrate.  HR Business Partners 

facilitate and involve business and customers

Funded rigid 5-year strategy with flexible short-term 
tactics

Hedge 40-60% of HRD time for sprints where we focus 
on the big rocks in our strategy

Involve owners and customers more in sprints

What is next in Milestone

Team based performance management – sales 
commissions is the only individual monetary reward

Team reviews for all - inspired by agile retrospectives

Experiments with empowered teams in technology

Working from anywhere

HR Chat bot

Digital pre, re- and on-boarding

Revitalizing our culture and energizing our culture 
ambassadors

End to end data architecture connecting talent, 
performance, workforce management and 

compensation with core insights presented in 
executive standup meetings

What are we deploying



Can our business survive disruption if we don’t deploy

 Customer centric methods?

 Use outside in approaches?

 Design scalable solutions in cross 
functional sprint teams?
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